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Taste buds in test 
Rath chemist checks fat, protein and seasoning content of a new canned pork product, now under development. 
How does a big meat packer like 
Rath manage to turn out thousands 
of tons of meat, and keep the qual-
ity uniform? 
One way is by the human tongue. 
Nearly every day, Rath employees 
leave their typewriters and ledgers 
to nibble crisp bacon, tender ham, or 
Marvelard cakes in the Rath Home 
Economics Kitchen.Their comments 
and scores are recorded by the home 
economists who sit by with ears 
open and pencils poised. 
But human tastes are only human, 
and variable. 
For a strictly scientific check, Rath 
depends upon its Chemical Labora-
tory where meats are " tasted" in 
test tubes. 
Here, skilled chemists test each 
batch of meats or lard for percent-
age of fat, salt, and other important 
elements. Slight variations either 
way may explain the difference be-
tween a succulent ham that rates A 
plus in the Kitchen's taste tests, and 
one that gets a low B. 
This busy laboratory also carries 
on research for developing new and 
better methods of processing Rath 
products. It developed, for example, 
the Rath process of fracturing the 
minute cells of hams to produce the 
tenderized meats of today. 
Through constant correlation of 
the reports of both Kitchen and Test 
Tube, Rath makes doubly sure that 
all of its products live up to their 
high reputation all of the time. 
Roth BLACK HAWK Meats 
~~~~iMvLtJ'~! 
The Rath Packing Company, Waterloo, Iowa 
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e ON THE COVER 
The Iowa Homemaker proudly in-
troduces Barbara Knapp, a child 
development major, as "Miss Iowa 
Homemaker" on pages 4 and 5 of 
this issue. Students in each home 
economics department club nomin-
ated a woman for the title last spring. 
She had to measure up to these 
qualifications: professionally inter-
ested in home economics, active in 
home economics activities, creditable 
scholarship and neatness in appear-
ance. The choice was a difficult one 
as each must be an example for 
freshman women and a truly representative home economics student. 
The Iowa Homemaker congratulates Mary Ellen Searl, applied art; Jane 
Conzemius, education; Martha Jo Pray, home management; Joyce Ander-
son, textiles and clothing; Esther Kitzelman, institution management; 
Ruth Sorenson, foods and nutrition and Charlotte Broms, household 
equipment. 
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Clinton's 
NuSWEET 
Puddings and Gelatin 
GOOD NEWS 
No wonder that the minute Clinton's new 
Nu-Sweet puddings reached the stores they 
disappeared by the thousands! No,:wonder that 
thousands of women have flocked back for 
more! You can't miss them the first time be-
cause of that bright red bull's-eye on the pack-
age. You can't miss them the second time 
because your family's waiting for a repeat of 
that rich chocolate taste, that melting-good 
butterscotch, th~t clear tart lemon, that creamy 
vanilla! 
Stir them up in minutes- no trick to them. 
Serve them just as they are or dress them up 
with nuts, macaroon crumbs, whipped cream, 
plain cream, fresh or frozen fruits, chocolate 
sauce, vanilla wafers: you'll think of dozens of 
other ideas. You'd be hard put to it to find an 
easier, more economical dessert, a better-tasting 
one, or one that your whole family will want so 
often! 
• 
NuSWEET GELATIN DESSERT 
Six Flavors 
STRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, CHERRY, 
LIME, LEMON AND ORANGE. 
NuSWEET new. gelatin desserts give you top quality, co~t less! Strawberry, 
cherry, lemon, raspberry, lime and orange flavors! Ask your grocer for them. 
~· .. 
PRODUCTS OF CLI'NTON I N'D U: S T R I E S, I N C.;·: C L I NT 0 N , I 0 W A 
2 THE lOW A HOMEMAKER 
by Mary Alice Halverson 
BEFORE YOU came to college, you made up your 
mind that living with a roommate was going to be 
wonderful. You knew you wouldn't be content living 
alone. You'd get fed up talking to yourself and 
talking back to a radio soon loses its charm. The 
only answer, of course, was a roommate. The college 
sent you her name and you probably spent hours 
composing a witty, friendly letter to her. But now, 
after several weeks of living together, you're not so 
sure that the next nine 
page 10 there is an article on cleaning your college 
room. This too, is a job for cooperation. There are 
few of us in college with a positive yen to dust and 
sweep and pick up clothes. There are few of us 
with time to spend 2 hours a week doing the job, 
but with a roommate who's willing to help, it's done 
in half the time. 
The same rules that govern the "conduct of ladies" 
apply to two women living together. Be considerate, 
first of all, of the needs 
months will be as swell 
as you'd hoped. You 
two just don't seem to 
get along together. 
I. Do you meddle? Do you always have to know what 
your roommate is doing, where she is going and with 
whom? 
and wishes of those 
around you . Respect 
privacy without being 
told. Be a staunch ad-
vocate of the Golden 
Rule, but never talk 
about it. 
If your roommate sit-
uation is flat, better sit 
down and analyze it 
right now. The fault 
may be yours. And since 
you've at least a quarter, 
probably a year, to live 
together, it might as 
well be fun. 
2. Do you share your food packages from home with 
h er? 
3. Do you frequently borrow and return the article 
late or in unsatisfactory condition? 
4. Are you willing to lend all but your most valuable 
items with the same cheerfulness that you borrow? 
5. Do you insist on having the window open at all 
times? 
6. Do you try to be cheerful and to help your roommate 
when she is in a black mood? 
7. Do you claim the best desk, closet and dresser in 
the room as your own? 
8. Do you hang washing in the room, on chairs and 
in the window? 
9. Do you do your share in keeping the room neat 
and clean? 
10. If you smoke, are you considerate of your roommate 
who is a non-smoker? 
11. If you don't have to study, do you turn the radio 
on full blast or start on the latest dorm gossip when 
your roommate has to study? 
Find your score on page 19 
Your room is the place 
to study. There is no 
substitute for it. If, and 
it won't be often, you 
have no work to do, 
keep the room quiet so 
your roommate can 
study. She may have an 
all-important foods or 
history test in the morn-
ing. If you are thought-
ful of her tonight, she 
is sure to be the s·ame 
when you are cramming 
for that English exam. 
Study habits probably 
cause more rifts be-
tween roommates than 
any other single prob-
lem. Some of you study 
Every roommate has 
good points, but these 
are often over-shadowed 
by the little faults that 
add up to misunder-
standings and quarrels. 
Do you always have to 
know where your room-
mat is going, whom she's 
going with, when and 
why? Not content with 
this, do you offer sage 
advice and quickly say, 
"I told you so," if things 
go wrong for her? If 
you do this, why should you be angry because she con-
stantly borrows and is slow to return. It's certainly 
convenient that you both wear the same size, but 
maybe you'd better have an understanding right 
away about what can be borrowed and what can't. 
If you do borrow, always return it in as good a 
condition as is was when given to you. 
best late at night, while 
others would rather rise with the birdies to study at 
5:30. If you are one of the stay-up-till-the-wee-small-
hours roommates, why not study in the parlors if your 
roommate can't sleep with the light on? Early risers 
who keep the alarm clock under a pillow are adored 
by the roommate who wants to sleep. 
Laundry bags have a way of containing cookies, 
cakes, candy or fruit as well as clean sheets and 
clothes. Share your food treasures with your room-
mate. You'll be glad you did when she offers you 
some of her mother's .·specialty-thick, creamy fudge. 
And your mom's cake may score a hit with her, too. 
"Ah," you may have gloated when you arrived 
in your room this fall, "first come, first serve." And 
then you took the biggest closet for yourself and left 
that drawer without one knob for your roommate. 
It wa~n't your fault her train -was 3 hours later than 
yours. By the time she arrived you were settled 
contentedly at the desk near the window, the light 
socket and the warm air register. Is that cooperation? 
Does dirt worry the daylights out of her while 
you can live cheerfully in the midst of clutter? On 
OcTOBER, 1949 
To be happy roommates there are so few things 
to remember --'-cooperation, the Golden Rule, respect 
of privacy-and, if all else fails, ·heavens, . woman, 
where's your funny bone? A sense of humor can 
settle almost any difficulty. 
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Miss Iowa Homemaker 
Last spring you selected an outstanding student in your 
department. Then it was our job-and a tough one-to 
select one as "Miss Iowa Homemaker." We think Bobbie 
Knapp, a child development major, pretty well fills the 
bill as a top-notch home economist. Here's her story. 
FROM THE time she clutched the hand of her doctor father and looked wide-eyed at the hos-
pital babies, Bobbie Knapp has wanted a career in 
child development. 
Of course, at that young age she didn't have any 
definite plans; in fact, like a typical youngster she 
wanted to be a nurse-until she discovered that nurses 
do other things besides taking care of babies. · 
By the time Bobbie was in sixth grade, baby sitting 
took up a good many of her free after-school hours. 
Then is when she really made up her mind that she'd 
never be satisfied unless she was working with children. 
And since that time, she's seldom passed up a chance 
to do just that. During the summer after she was 
graduated from high school, Bobbie helped a home-
maker in the daytime and had charge of four children. 
Her outlook broadened from an interest solely in 
children to an interest in family life, for as she says, 
that woman was a "wonderful mother," and an 
example of all Bobbie wanted to be. 
Experience, it is said, is one of the main things 
employers look for and experience is one thing Bobbie 
has quite a bit of behind her. Every summer, for the 
past 6 years, she has taken care of chi ldren at the 
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by Barbara Parsons 
church nursery school in her hometown, Wichita, 
Kansas. Corning to Iowa State College didn't interfere 
with her church nursery school work, though. Last 
year Bobbie helped with the 2 to 7-year old children 
of Un itarian Church members on Sunday morning. 
She's done volunteer work in a war nursery for 
children of working mothers, too, and as a student at 
Stephens College in Missouri, she volunteered to 
play once a week with children in the Children's 
Hospital at the University of Missouri. Those young-
sters, from the ages of l to 12, were crippled or bed-
ridden for some other reason. 
Bobbie's visit to that hospital must have been a 
looked-forward-to event for those children because 
her steady companion was "Clippo," her clown puppet. 
Clippo, 10 inches tall with a white felt hat, painted 
clown face, ruffled collar, big white hands anrl feet 
and a red and white polka-dot clown suit, originally 
came from a Chicago department store. He has de-
lighted many a child, including· those at the Children's 
Hospital, with his antics as he shakes hands, talks and 
rides on stuffed animals. Clippo has gone along with 
Bobbie to entertain the children in both nursery 
schools on this campus as well as to such meetings 
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as parent's night in elementary schools near her home. 
At one such meeting, Clippo was going through 
his act of learning to rollerskate (Bobbie explains that 
it's easier to tell the children that Clippo is just learn-
ing than to make them understand that it's hard to 
control a puppet so that it can rollerskate to perfec-
tion.) After the performance, a child remarked to 
Bobbie, "The last time I saw Clippo, he was just 
learning to rolle.rskate then, too." Other children often 
wonder why Clippo can't turn a somersault. 
Summers have been no exception to Bobbie's ap-
parent plan to work with children whenever she has 
free time. As a counselor at the Y'J\TCA camp for 7 
to 12-year old girls near Wichita, she helped with 
nature studies, singing and evening programs. 
This past summer she spent a week attending a 
Kansas Health '1\Torkshop at Kansas University. Those 
who were at this workshop studied the child from 
birth to 6 years of age throu?;h discussions and con-
sultations with over 50 specialists. 
Child Talk 
Robbie's enthusiasm for child development and 
family life relationships never stops at the end of a 
classroom day. In fact, her friends frequently accuse 
her, good naturedly of course, of monopolizing the 
conversation with child-talk. After-school hours usu-
ally find her at the YWCA where last year she was 
chairman of the Marriage and Family Group and h earl 
of the Bridal '1\Torkshop. She's active too in her de-
partmental child development club. Last year she was 
vice-president of that group and chairman of her 
department's Veishea Open House. As for other activi-
ties, Bobbie was a member of the home economics 
curriculum committee last spring and is now a mem-
ber of Phi Upsilon Omicron, professional home eco-
nomics fraternity. 
Almost everyone who works with children has a 
favorite remark they've heard a child say. Bobbie is 
no exception. Her last name, "Knapp" is often con-
fusing to children who usually call her either "Mrs. 
Knapp" or "Miss Snap." One child even asked, "Are 
you sleepy?" when she told him her name was Barbara 
Knapp. Others often remark, "But Bobbie's a boy's 
name, isn' t it?" 
Merrill Palmer 
Next winter quarter, Bobbie heads for Detroit and 
Merrill-Palmer, a special school for family life and 
child development study. She was selected as one 
of three to attend as representatives of Iowa State 
College for winter quarter. In an atmosphere much 
less formal than the home economics classroom here, 
Bobbie will observe· the Merrill-Palmer nursery school 
and will take work in parent education- one of her 
major interests. She's also particularly interested in 
the emotional and social phases of child development-
all of which will have its place when she obtains the 
position she's aiming for- a nursery school teacher. 
Right now she has March marked as graduation time. 
Perhaps Bobbie's success so far i~- largely clue to 
her belief that child development and family life are 
really important. It's an unlimited fi eld, she says, 
pointing out that wherever a woman is, whatever she 
All eyes light up, including those of dm·k-haired Bobbie, 
when she fJUts Clippo, her clown puppet, through his paces 
for nursery school children. 
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is doing, she's trained to be a help to many people-
in church work, youth groups, R ed Cross, orphanages 
and other community organizations. It's a way to 
better understand and help people of all ages, not just 
children. Perhaps, as she says, it's idealistic, but Bobbie 
believes that the family is the basic core of our culture 
ar..cl that by teaching children to get along with others 
ani to become well-developed, it can be a starting 
point in creating a better society. And Bobbie wants 
to have a part in that venture. 
* * * 
FAMILY LIFE research is a new field which many 
of you home economists-like Bobbie Knapp-may find 
challenging. Dr. Gertrude Chittenden, head of the 
child development department at Iowa State College, 
described this new field at the annual meeting of 
the American Home Economics Association. She ex-
plained that so far, most of the research in family 
life has been clone on the economic and physical as-
pects of the home. There are indications that the 
attitude of family members may have an even greater 
effect on the general atmosphere of home life than 
the amount of money or type of home the family has, 
she pointed out. She emphasized the need for studies 
to show how the interactions of adults in the famil y 
may influence the interactions of other family mem-
bers. 
For further information on this new fi eld you rnay 
wish to read Dr. Chittenden's complete speech in the 
September issue of the Journal of Home Economics. 
M RS. AMERICA expects PLENTY from us as home economists. All 
of us who have been in close contact 
with homemakers for any length of 
time know that their faith-or maybe 
more accurately their hopes-as to what 
we can do for them sometimes seems to 
know almost no limits. I can well 
remember the amazement of a staff 
member of one newspaper home eco-
nomics department when a voice on 
the other end of the phone said, "Say, 
can you tell me what to do to keep 
a 3-months-old baby's hair from turn-
Editor's Note: This article con-
tains excerpts from a speech 
by Amelia Sansom during the 
national convention of the 
American Home Economics As-
sociation earlier this year. Miss 
Sansom is with the Extension 
Service at the University of 
California, Berkeley. We believe 
her remarks will be especially 
useful to future horne econo-
mists who may be wondering 
just what she will be expected 
to do for Mrs. America, the 
homemaker. 
happened? Our children developed a 
great liking for spinach and began 
tucking it away in quantities only 
slightly less than did popeye himself. 
The point I want to make is this: Just 
telling the need for any certain thing, 
is not enough of a sales talk. We have 
to show people both how and why and 
then make them like it. 
Another very important field in 
which Mrs. America looks to us for 
he! p is in the skills and techniques in-
volved in this many sided job we know 
ing red?" Fortunately few worry about this problem. 
lt seems to me that the first type of understan ding 
that is expected of us is that this job of homemaking 
is both complex and varied. There cannot be one 
set pattern. There is no truly typical home or home-
maker. Each household is unique, with its own activi-
ties and problems, based on the needs and interests 
of the individuals who live there. And what does this 
mean for us? 
It means just this. The more we can get acquainted 
with these people with whom we work, the more 
we can visit with them-if possible in their homes-
the more practical help we will be able to give them. 
Practical Help Wanted 
Mrs. America looks to the home economist for the 
newest information in all fields relating to home-
making. She wants those facts that come from all 
types of research, and investigation, and testing-but 
she wants our h elp in evaluating them and inter-
preting them. To put it more bluntly she wants 
our help in understanding this data in the first place, 
and then in getting it into practical and helpful form 
for her family to enjoy. 
I think we also need to understand not only home 
economics but a little psychology. Take an example 
from the field of nutrition for instance. I was raised 
in the day when children were told "Eat your spin-
ach. It's good for you. It has iron in it." But this 
logic was not enough, and I , and a lot more of my 
generation, can't stand the stuff to this day, as evi-
denced by the lack of popularity of this vegetable 
in army mess halls. But, some years ago, two new 
factors came into the spinach story, and I think that 
together they make up the best joke and the best 
lesson that I know for us as home economists. First 
research discovered that though the original food 
value of spinach seemed high, the final value of the 
digested spinach had been much overrated. And then, 
just about that same time, a comic strip character 
named Popeye began gulping great gobs of spinach 
as the secret of his astonishing strength. And what 
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as homemaking-the "know how" if 
you wish. This may include anything from how to 
bake as good a pie as "his mother used to make," to 
how to use that new stove with so many gadgets on 
it that it does everything but eat the dinner for you. 
And not matter who we are teaching, we should use the 
quickest and eas iest methods that will give good results. 
No Disagreements 
It seems to me that if we are to be consistent and 
as helpful as possible we must have a good under-
standing among ourselves. For instance, taKe the direc-
tions for home canning. Disagreement as to methods 
is not too important unless financial loss or physical 
safety are involved. But wrong methods of home food 
preservation can mean waste or loss of the food itself 
and illness or great danger to the whole family. A 
conscientious person should make certain that only 
the safest directions, and the advice of the most reliable 
and comp~tent authorities are given the public. 
There is one more type of understanding that the 
homemaker has a right to expect from us. That is 
just the sheer mechanical understanding of what 
we say to her in written or spoken form. The lan-
guage should be simple and the words understand-
able. If they are new or unusual, they should be 
.explained. We do have a terminology, a jargon that 
is all our own. But it may leave other people a bit 
mystified as to just what we mean. Written material 
should be easy to understand. 
On checking over the whole situation it does seem 
that Mrs. America expects the home economist to 
be a rather awe inspiring combination of scientist, . 
technician, teacher and fritmd. Even those with the 
best training and the greatest ability will fall short 
of their aim unless they take time to develop a com-
mon ground of understanding. This takes time ; 
time to make friends, to talk with them, and to 
listen to them; time to get a real picture of what 
they do now, and want to do or even not to do in the 
future. Once this basis of understanding is reached 
there will be helpful and happy associations for all. 
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What's new in • • • 
Applied Art 
A new hind of wall covering made of cotton with 
a baked-on paint finish is making its debut this fall. 
In addition to the virtue of covering cracks in the 
wall, this new wall covering is also washable and 
resists fresh cracks. Eight patterns as well as plain 
tints are appearing in this line. 
i( 
A new crayon presents an unusual advertising or 
attention gaining device. First write on a piece of 
glass. Then turn a beam of black light on it. Watch 
it glow. The crayon comes in all colors. 
Institution Management 
Infra-red rays may be keeping food warm in 
restaurants or cafeterias from now on. An Infra-red 
Ray Food Warmer, coming on the market, is sus-
pended over the service ledge or table so that the 
radiant rays keep plates of food hot until served. 
i( 
A new " drop-down" type of toaster is on the 
market. This toaster automatically drops 4 slices of 
bread or buns into a warming oven when browned 
to the right stage. A switch converts it to a two-side 
bread or one-side bun toaster. 
Plastic-woven tablecloths which have a linen-like 
appearance are proving to be a great saving in many 
restaurants. These cloths have a heavy backing of 
c~tton for silencing and can be cleaned by wiping 
wtth a damp cloth. 
~ 
Fruits can be kept from drying and protec:cd 
against contamination with new plastic sheets. Large 
enough to cover large pans and tuck in underneath, 
the sheets are used to cover sectioned or peeled frui t, 
cut-up celery and shredded cabbage. 
Household Equipment 
A carpet sweeper with nylon bristles is the first 
o£ its kind to be introduced this year. It is claimed 
that these bristles will outwear ordinary bristles at 
least four times. They will not clog up with nap from 
rugs and are not affected by moisture, cleaning fluid<> 
or floor waxes. 
-Gamicidal protection is promised for a new electric 
d~yer. During ~he drying cycle a germicidal lamp 
giVes off ultra-vwlet rays. This dryer also automatic-
ally stops when the door is opened. 
i( 
"Easy-2-Slide" aluminum trays are the latest improve-
ment 111 trends of ice cube trays. Six white plastic 
freeze cups fit into a rack which slides in a channel 
base. \Vhen this base freezes tight, pull the rack out. 
Remove the cubes with finger pressure. There's no 
need for melting by running water. 
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Textiles and Clothing 
A "pres mit" may prove to be a handy aid for 
the homemaker when she is pressing. Made of cotton 
duck, this glove-like pad helps the ironer get at fancy 
sleeves, coat shoulders, curved seams and hard-to-press 
places. It is also good for removing occasional 
wrinkles in a garment without the need of setting 
up an ironing board. 
Nylon upholstery has made its appearance m the 
furniture industry at last. This upholstery is antiCI-
pated to be so tough and resistant to abrasion that 
re-upholstering will be necessary only when a change 
for decorative reasons is needed. The manufacturers 
report that this spun nylon in a frieze weave washes 
easily, does not shrink or fade and dries fast. It is 
quite resistant to the spread of flames. 
~ 
A flame-resistant chemical for cotton and rayon 
fabrics has been developed. Given the trade-mark 
"Erifon," this chemical, when properly applied, will 
withstand dry cleaning, normal home laundering and 
does not change the appearance or hand of the 
material. Although rayon or cotton treated with 
"Erifon" will char, it will not burst into flame. This 
flame retarden't remains effective even after a life-
time of dry-cleanings and normal home launderings. 
Child Development 
Disposable bibs are made es-
pecially for youngsters who dine 
out. A special die cut design al-
lows you to slip the absorbent 
paper bib over baby's head and 
tuck the extra long flap right un-
der his dish. No strings, pins, or 
clasps. Just throw it away after 
using. 
A "Birdie" of a way to keep a 
young commando on the right 
course is a junior edition o£ Dad's 
golf bag: In brown leatherette on 
blue plastic wheels, it has f011r 
danger-proof plastic clubs. With 
a cotton ball, the backyard will 
be his fairway from dawn to dusk. 
Foods and Nutrition 
Gravy-proof paper plates are 
predicted to be a favorite of pic-
nic-lovers and homemakers alike. 
These plastic surfaced paper plates 
can be used for hot, fatty or liquid 
foods. They come in several sizes 
and colors. 
Revolving shelves for kitchen 
cabinets or coolers present a new 
twist on the Lazy-Susan for the 
dining table. Stored foods are 
made easy-to-reach with a simple 
motion. A special device prevents 
ants and other crawling insects 
from reaching the food. 
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There's a Career For You In 
If discovering a new taste treat in food is a 
thrill for you) read on-this could be your 
future. 
BY JOANN BRECKENRIDGE 
~0 YOUR favorite salad dressing is on the nippy 
U) side. But your roommate likes her salad with a 
sweet dressing and the salad you eat at your aunt's 
is tossed with a salty dressing. "W"ell," you shrug, 
"everyone to his own taste." _ 
But what would you do if you were making a 
dressing for the public? You'd want a dressing that 
would sell-to your mother, your roommate's mother 
and your aunt. It's a big job to please the tastes of 
Mrs. America and h er family-a job you might have 
as a professional taste testing director. 
Miss Irene McCarthy, former director of a testing 
service in California, says taste testing director is a 
job in which your life is ever busy, but never dull. 
From the minute you dash intq your office until you 
lock •up and head for home your day is filled with 
food photography, baking quantities of cakes and 
pastry, writing information for advertising and check-
ing nutritional copy for label use. But the biggest 
part of the job is taste testing in which the effect of 
a food is measured according to the senses of sight, 
smell and taste. 
The Taste Test Panel 
... ~1· 
!Before you smack your lips in anticipation, you'd 
better know you won't be doing much tasting your-
self. Instead you 'll choose a group of 6 to 12 tasters 
to make up your taste test panel. They are your most 
irhpor:tant tool and must be chosen with care. Each 
ca.ndid"ate must meet certain qualifications and pass 
a series of tests. 
First, your prospective taster must recognize the 
impt&rtance qf the work, be interested in the project, 
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and physically well, not fatigued or worri ed. You'll be 
wise to choose both men and women for your panel as 
their tastes and opinions sometimes vary. 
Learn How To Taste 
Amateurs must be taught how to taste. Silly? Not 
at all. There are certain techniques essential to good 
tasting. For instance: sometimes odor is to be judged 
because if it smells better, it sells better. In this case 
the food must be sniffed and the sensat ion recorded 
before it is tasted. W'hen tasting, the taster should 
rotate the position of the sample in his mouth to 
get all ~ensations . The sides of the tongue give the 
sour and salty sensat ion, the tip the sweet, and the 
back the bitter-hence the "bitter after-taste" of some 
foods. After each sample is tasted, the mouth is cleared 
with water or a special clearer such as celery or raw 
apple for fatty foods, olives for beer and dill pickles 
for fish. Never use a mouth wash. Instruct your 
tasters not to smoke for 2 hours before tasting. 
In your position as director you must set up a 
suitable scoring sheet on which your taster will record 
his reactions. The simplest methods are by numerical 
score or word description. If rating is by numerical 
score, as on the frozen strawberry score sheet, a sliding 
scale of five is used, with two-and-one-half considered 
acceptable. It should be graphically presented with 
acceptal:)le scores indicated above . the line, unaccept-
able below. 
Simplified word rating, as on the coffee score sheet, 
is popular with tasters. You, as director, must deter-
mine a numerical value for all words before presenting 
such a score sheet. "\Nord it with care so that the 
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taster will not be influenced or biased by any opinion 
you may have. Indicate space for comments on each 
factor involved. 
Everyone thinks he is a good taster, but quite 
to the contrary, there are many poor tasters. Some 
may excel in one food and fail in others. If your 
company is testing a new salad dressing, you must 
pre-test your panel for accuracy in judging salad 
dressing. You will use one or all of these methods. 
In the first you 'll set three samples before the candi-
dates at the same time- two identical. They are to 
~elect _the like samples. This is the triangle test. Use 
1t agam the next day as a check repeat test. The most 
severe test- the test that determines the keenness of 
sense-is the degree-of-difference test. You'll present 
one sample as a standard along with two others in 
which an ingredient, such as mustard, is added in 
known varying proportions. The taster, of course, 
must recognize these proportions. 
You now know which tasters recognize quality 
food, ~an concentrate on the 1:asting job, react to 
taste d_1fferences and remem ber taste impressions. Your 
panel IS ready. You can begin the test. 
Giving the Test 
. Arrange to taste the food at the time of day when 
1t would normally be eaten. You'd always test hot 
cakes in the morning; steak in the afternoon. Place 
the. samples . b~fore your panel, marked with blind 
codmg to el!mmate any pre judice. Using a, b and c 
or I , 2 and 3 is discouraged as "a" and "1" are first 
choice in many mi?ds. You ~night use a code symbolic 
of the product. as .1-a-m for pm samples. After you've 
been on . the JOb awhile, you'll learn things about 
presentation of food, too. You '11 learn never to pre-
FROZEN WHOLE STRAWBERRY SCORE SHEET 
Name: Date: 
Grade each sample, using the numerical key and make 
any comments necessary to clarify your ratings. 
{
5 - Excellent 
Acceptable 4 - Good 
3-Fair 
{
2-Poor 
Not Acceptable 1-Very poor 
0- Repulsive 
Factor and Standard 
of Reference Sample 0 
APPEARANCE 
Score: 
Bright, uniform, Comments: 
typical color. 
Fleshy, firm, holds 
shape. No defects, 
undeveloped or 
damaged berries. 
Comments: 
TEXTURE 
Firm, tender; not Score: 
hard, tough, or 
mushy. 
FLAVOR Score: 
Typical or fresh-
not too sweet nor Comments: 
too tart. Syrup 
blends. 
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Sample "K 
COFFEE SCORE SHEET 
Name: Date: 
Please rate the aroma, color, 
and taste of these samples 
using the following descriptive 
words: 
Make any additional comments 
necessary to clarify your rat-
ing: e .g.-
Excellent 
Very Good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Factor 
Color 
Aromaa 
Taste 
Sample H 
Which sample do you prefer? 
Did you use Cream? 
Sugar? 
Color Good. 
Like it darker. 
Aroma Fair. 
Seems stale. 
Taste Poor. 
Bitter . 
Sample E 
Why? 
Yes 0 No 0 
Yes 0 No 0 
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sent more than four foods per test; that natural day-
light is preferred ; that there should be enough for two 
or three bites from each sample; and that hot food 
must be served hot, cold food cold. Did you ever 
decide you disliked a food because· the girl across 
the table made a face after her first bite? Because 
facial expressions do influence a taster, each member 
of the panel should work in a separate booth. 
By the time you've gone this far, you'll know how 
to interpret the comments on the score sheets. If a 
taster detects a bitey after-taste in products 1pade 
with imitation vanilla flavoring, you, as a home 
economist, should know that the solvent propylene 
glycol is probably at fault. Of course, all comments 
are not that intelligent. Miss McCarthy conducted 
a coffee panel recently after which one taster wrote 
that both samples under question, when combined, 
made a "pretty good cup of coffee." This sort of 
comment doesn 't help. 
Opportunities for You 
How do you get into the field of taste testing? 
According to Miss McCarthy, the time is ripe. More 
and more companies are realizing the importance of 
consumer acceptance for their products. Most open-
ings are with large food manufacturing concerns in-
terested in developing new products. 
While in college, get a sound background in edu-
cation or dietetics, Miss McCarthy recommends. All 
the chemistry a foods major is required to take is 
important for a taste testing job, too. Any additional 
mathematics and statistics you can squeeze into you·r 
schedule as electives will also be helpful. Learn all 
you can about food and flavoring. 
If taste testing sounds complicated and a lot of hard 
work, it's cbnsoling to know that man has 3,000 taste · 
buds, cows have 15,000 and an antelope has 50,000. 
Aren 't we lucky to be feeding a mere man? 
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Planning a Party? 
WE SERVE 
• Lucheons, Dinners 
and Special Parties 
By Reservation 
• Baked Products On Order 
Packer's Tea Room 
Phone 2774 206 Welch avenue 
INSURE to 
be SECURE 
D on't wait until your valuables 
are stolen or lost. Insure today 
for protection! 
McDOWELL 
Real Estate and Insurance Agency 
319 Main street Phone 51 or 287 
W. E. McDowell John Gross Wm. Vogt 
by Marian lsmer"t 
V OUR DUSTING days are over when you come 
Jl to college? Not on your life. Come Saturday 
afternoon and your roommate shouts, "Get the dust 
mop and broom-let's get it over with." And so you 
get into your old blue jeans, a T-shirt and kerchief, 
all set for what looks like a good day's work. 
But it really doesn't have to be such a big job. 
You can be finished and ready for tenn is or a hike 
at 2 p.m. Here's the. way it works: decide on a 
cleaning; plan, divide the duties with your roommate 
and then follow through. Your work plan might be 
divided into four periods· of 15 minutes. 
I . Clean closets 
2. Chase dirt out of rugs, curtains and scarves 
3. Sweep floors, dust furniture 
4. Put things back in order. 
March to the nearest cleaning closet on your cor-
ridor. A broom, dust pan, dust mop and maybe a 
brush are waiting for you. Don't forget a couple of 
cloths for dusting and washing-soft and lintless 
cotton, knitted silk or ravon are best. Use a soft 
untreated cloth on painted, waxed or varnished fur-
niture in vour room. 
Your next move is to open the window-wide. 
That open window is important. It airs out the 
room and prevents house cleaning headaches. 
Operation One 
Now for the first 15 minutes-you and your room-
mate move into the clothes Closets. Begin at the top 
and work down. If you haven't looked at the top 
shelf since you unpacked your trunk, chances are 
that you'll find a lost tennis racket or a pair of play 
shoes-plus plenty of dust. Here's the procedure: 
l. Take everything off the first and second closet 
shelves. 
2. Put all the shoes, soap boxes, starch boxes, 
shampoo bottles and "what all" from the closet floor 
to the main part of your room. 
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3. Dust the shelves and every corner. 
4. Dampen one of your cloths to get your closet 
really clean if you can't seem to get rid of the dust. 
Next, look at your clothes to see if they are in 
order. And another impm;tant thing-check those 
hooks in back of the clothes rack. They probably are 
sagging with an extra pair of jeans or p-j's. Straighten 
up the clothes hooks and rack and then you're ready 
to replace the things that belong on the top shelves. 
Don't forget to make more room on your closet 
floor by putting shoes on the rack. Slip boxes and 
bottles in a paper bag or box that you can put in 
a carrier of the closet. · 
Operation Two 
Only 45 minutes to go. You and your roommate 
can decide who is going to do what of the remaining 
three jobs. Suppose you tackle the job of chasing 
dirt out of the rugs, curtains and scarves. With the 
small rugs and broom in hand, head for the base-
ment. Sweep the rugs, don't shake them. Shaking 
may break the foundation yarns. Leave the rugs out 
to air and go back to the draperies and window 
shades. Clean them with a brush. Before you call 
this job finished, take off the dresser scarf and unless 
it's ready for the laundry, give it a good shake. Well. 
that's that. A couple of minutes ahead of schedule? 
Then take time out for a coke. 
Operation Three 
Back on the job to sweep and dust the floor and 
furniture. First, empty the waste baskets. If you've 
got any yen for moving furniture- now's the time. 
To make your cleaning tasks easier, move the furni-
ture away from the walls to the center of the room 
as much as possible. Take the broom and ooke it into 
every corner, under the radiator and under the bed. 
Be sure you poke it thoroughly. To follow through, 
go over the same nooks and corners with your dust 
mop. 
Now for dusting. Go from the top of the room 
to the bottom including window sills, desks, chairs, 
the chest of drawers, book shelves and books. 
Operation Four 
Fifteen minutes to go-take heart, it's almost over. 
Bring in the rugs and draperies from the fire escape 
and put them in place. Move the furniture back-
to a new location if you've decided on a different 
arrangement. Put away your cleaning equipment. 
You're finished . Catch your breath and head for that 
tennis date, The cleaning's all done-until next Satur-
day. 
You can make your own waterproof raincoat with 
the new "Zelan" finish cotton goods now available 
by-the-yard. . 
"Zelan," a durable repellent finish, will withstand 
many washings or dry cleanings. Because the soil 
stays on the surface of the cloth, it washes easily. It 
also irons easier than regularly finished fabrics. 
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1914 
For the 
"Iowa 
State" 
Coed 
New and Used Text Books 
1949 
Spiral and Loose Leaf Note Books 
Art Supplies for All Courses 
Applied Art Kits 
Oil Colors and Water Colors 
Red Sable Brushes 
Prang Tempera and Textile Colors 
Eldorado Drawing Pencils 
Colored Pencils in 3 Grades 
Skript Ink in 8 Different Colors 
Chemistry Aprons, large size 
Sheaffer and Parker Pen and Pencil Sets 
Fiber or Canvas Laundry Cases 
Eye Ease Desk Lamps 
Eatons Novelty Stationery 
l.S.C. College Stationery 
Felt College Novelties 
Waste Baskets and Bulletin Boards 
Serving the students of "Iowa State" 
for more than thirty years 
Student . 
Supply Store 
SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
Phone 164 Open Evenings 
.I 
ll 
I 
We want to present you with a copy of the 
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS COOK 
BOOK (we mailed it to you this week). 
More than 3,000,000 Miss and Mrs. America 
MAY 
WE HEL~ 
YOU, 
homemakers have made the BH&G COOK 
BOOK the best-selling cook book of all-time. 
It's in fifth place on the all-time best-seller list 
including fiction and non-fiction, too. 
P. S. Be sure to show all the Home Ec majors your BH&G COOK BOOK. No fair holding out on 
this new secret to a "Best-Cook-On-The-Campus" rating. It's only $2.75 at all book stores. 
I ~clr 't 1cJ-get · tc R etnetn6e!*. • • 
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. . . that Rushings 1s your food 
headquarters for the year ahead. 
When you plan for snacks, picnics, 
or parties let us help you make 
them a huge success. just phone 
3770 or 3771 ! 
RUSHING'S COMMISSARY DEPARTMENT 
Phone: 3770 and 3771 
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Exercise 
for a You 
TAKE A LOOK in that full-length mirror. Satis-fied with what you see? Why, what's the matter? 
Don't you have those Betty Grable legs or .that Lana 
Turner figure? 
Probably not, but look again. What do you see? 
A "college-girl slump?" Or perhaps you have what 
is often termed as "Iowa State Legs." 
Then doubtless you're looking for suggestions. Here 
are some: First do what you can with what you have. 
Exercise is good-plan on getting plenty of it-but 
a good diet must be its constant companion. That 
means three good meals. a day. No skimping at the 
table and then a coke and a candy bar to fill in when 
you're so hungry you can't resist. 
Exercising is a day-by-day job. You can't exercise 
for 20 minutes once a week and then go back to 
your old habits for the other 6 days. If you do, 
vou'll have only stiff muscles to show for it. 
Try Mirror A nalysis 
The best thing you can do for your health and 
your figure is GOOD POSTURE. Practice it all 
the time. Take your natural position in front of the 
mirror. Analyze yourself. Pull in your hips and 
pelvis. Lift your chest and hold your head high. 
Stand straight and tall with your weight on the 
balls of your feet. Now look again. It's almost pure-
magic. Your waist decreased by several inches and 
you've lost that slumped, worn-out look. Walk away 
from that mirror just as you are, feet straight ahead. 
Be poised but not stiff. 
Now here comes the hard part. Don't forget that 
position all day. Perhaps it would help to play a 
game with yourself. Pretend that you're a puppet 
hanging from a strin~; attached to your ears. Your 
body will be in straight alignment. 
Watch it! Don't go bouncing into that nice, deep 
chair. Where's your poise? Glide up to 
that chair. Get the feel of where to sit 
without having to flounder around. Put 
one foot a little in front of the other and 
with a straight back and control through 
the trunk-lady, be seated. Sounds simple, 
doesn't it? Well, try it. 
Now for a good sitting position. The 
best way to sit is with your legs uncrossed 
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by Katherine Williams 
Sketches by Joyce Wineinger 
or crossed at ankles. That may be a strain if you've 
had the habit of crossing your legs at the knees. Keep 
this in mind: If you cross your legs at the knees while 
sitting, keep the weight on both hips. You'll discover 
that this keeps your hips from spreading. And keep 
that trunk upright. To get out of a chair, slide forward 
while you are s ill seated. Then pull yourself up 
straight and tall. This takes even more practice. Just 
don't go lunging out of the chair as if you were 
crouched for a sudden cat-like attack. 
Everyday activity is one of the best exercises avail-. 
able. This includes active sports such as tennis and 
golf. Of course not all of us have time for this type 
of daily work-out. You can get excellent exercise 
while doing everyday tasks. vVhen making the bed, 
s-t-r-e-t-c-h for those sheets and blankets. Don't forget-
lean from the trunk. When you're picking up some-
thing, don't bend in the middle and lean over awk-
wardly. Bend in the legs and keep your back straight. 
One of the best exercises is to try to make your 
body fit flat against a wall. The small of your back 
won't touch if you stand naturally. But by trying 
to make your whole back touch, you are pulling in 
your stomach and straightening your back. 
Psychological Effect 
Good carriage has a psychological effect on you 
as well as improving your appearance. You will gain 
self confidence. This is an asset wherever you go-
interviewing for a position or meeting your future 
in-laws. Your appearance improves because you look 
slimmer and your clothes fit better. 
When you're tired, pull yourself to~;ether. Don't 
let that slump creep up on you. Pull your waist 
up from your abdomen, your chest from your waist, _ 
your neck from your chest and your head from your 
neck-you know-somewhat like the familiar "Dry 
Bones" song. You won't feel so tired then. 

A staple in the closet of every college girl, career 
girl, and homemaker is the adaptable, short-sleeve 
cotton blouse. f t. is one of the fashion world's most 
versatile items fO!· it can be teamed with skirts, suits, 
IJlouses, shorts, slacks, or what have you. 
went window shopping for new clothes and is trying to decide where to spend her summer 
job money. One thing she's sure of-whatever she buys, the versatility of this fall's fashions will make each 
dollar stretch, for this i,s a year for separates. Here's what Vicky saw: 
• Separates to mix and match 
Wool jersey blouses and skirts for you to 
team up as one-piece dresses or mix them for 
the perennially popular skirt and blouse. 
Skirts with buttons marching across the hip-
line, down the front or back, with narrow 
belts and oversize pockets. . 
A wool jersey twin sweater set fast becom-
ing extra special among sweater sets. 
W eskits, jerkins and vests to wear with skirts 
and crisp blouses. For you who still cling to 
the sweat shirt, a pleasing version in wool 
soft jersey. 
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To peek from under your jackets, middys 
and sleeveless or camisole jerseys. 
Another all-important top-the wrist length, 
fitted and sleeveless vest which was inspired 
by the American R evolutionary times. 
Velveteen blouses to wear with tweed skirts 
for casual dates and crisp fabric ones for 
that big dance. 
For all practical purposes, the cotton pique 
shirt, tailored for everything, to serve you 
down to the last thread. 
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The Yodeler 
$10.95 
These Classics Take 
the Co-eds! 
By Charm, That is 
The Yodeler comes in 
the Following Combinations. 
Black suede with red leather trim. 
Brown suede with green leather trim. 
Camel tan suede with tan elk trim. 
Green suede with rust elk trim. 
Classic Johansen Juniors are more popular 
than ever this year ••• on campus, 
at leis~re ... on the girl who takes her dates 
casually. They fit and feel like dreams .. 
at a dream of a price. 
~l<'f(/'i\\14 
BOOT 
SHOP 
CORNER EIGHTH AND WALNUT 
The soft silk shirt turned dashing with a 
short square scarf tucked under the collar. 
Short, fitted cardigans worn as sweater-jack-
ets over plain skirts or casual dresses. 
Suede-trimmed skirts, double breasted and 
slim. 
Fagotted squares of matched corduroy and 
velveteen resembling a patchwork skirt. 
Dyed-to-match sweaters and skirts for trot· 
ting to lectures and labs. 
e Dresses for fall fun 
The basic dress with its simple lines, neckline 
trimmed with neat, jet beaded collars for 
1950. Others have fancy collars latticed or 
split for open-work glamour. 
The knitted touch added to dresses of wool 
jersey, corduroy and woolens by knitted tops 
or sweater-like ribbing. 
To slip into before a fireside-feather-weight 
tweeds or sheer worsted woolens. 
J ersey goes high fashion when combined 
with chiffon or satin; soft and dressy with 
hand embroidery and soft bow-tie necklines. 
To delight you-the asymetric-slim dress, 
buttoned or wrapped with opposed hipline 
pockets. 
Full removable overskirts, floating panels, 
rippling folds and gushing fullness trans· 
forming slim-as-a-reed dresses to a full-blown 
silhouette. 
e Suits and coats 
Warm and soft with the touch you know is 
r ight, a winter coat lined with gray kidskin. 
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Following the trend, a belted suit creation 
with hipbone length jacket and a clipped 
waistline, a hint of blousing in the back. 
Complete fur coats in the classic long length 
or the more modern fingertip length. 
Furs in bulkier coats which create a "wind-
fill" effect with the majority caught at the 
waist with wide or narrow belts, of match-
ing fur or leather. 
Others trimmed in persian lamb and leopard 
skin, both inside and outside. 
A smooth chinchilla topper, boxy and always 
double breasted, in a line of surprise colors. 
• Shoes 
Crepe soles in natural, red, gray, green, tan 
or blue with matched or contrasted suede 
uppers. 
A more durable crepe sole that will with-
stand abrasion, snow and ice, mud, water, 
heat and contact with oil and grease. 
The polished leather look in the glossiest 
leather shoes in many a season. Colors fea-
tured are mulberry, taupe, henna and green. 
Velvet, satin, brocade with gold or rhinestone 
sparkle in opera pumps for evening. 
A side-laced shoe of tanned calf in cordovan 
color with pointed soft toe. 
Shoes for long walks with narrowed toe, nar-
rowing heels, some going lower, slimly. 
• jewelry 
A watch like granddad's dangling from your 
belt on a ribbon. A burlap belt with staggered 
pearl buttons to spice up your favorite shin. 
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FALL 
FORMALS 
We have just the formal for 
you and the exciting dates 
ahead. This season brings 
the gayest and the most 
sophisticated styles. Wl-}at-
ever the mood, we have a 
formal for you in our wide 
selection. Com~ in now! 
225 Main street Phone 100 
17 
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STYLES for SCHOOL 
by KAHN 
He'll he a push-over for you when 
you wear this dress with the new 
push-up sweater sleeves. It's made of 
the finest 100% virgin wool worsted 
jersey and is sag proof. The red 
velveteen insertion at the neck line 
and the matching belt accent the 
youthful lines. 
(>ft ~9~)W9 / 
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The silver gray top and elephant 
gray skirt are a smart combination 
to complement your college wardrobe. 
Priced at $27.95. 
We feature Life bras from $1.25 up 
and Life girdles from $5.00 up. 
BOBBY ROGERS 
Campustown Phone 554-W 
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Earrings that dangle. 
An enamel sunburst pendant dangling at the 
end of a gold watch chain. 
Sets of three pearl scatterpins, in graduated 
sizes, to perch on the collar of your dress, 
your black hat or the cuff of your glove. 
One big sunburst pin, or a grouping of tiny 
su nbursts, to spice up a tailored suit or blouse. 
For evening fun and glitter-a flesh colored 
net necklace, with a spaced twinkle of rhine-
stones. 
• Other Accessories 
A velveteen storm boot to take you on sloppy 
weather dates. To pep up you r favorite 
sweater, a suede tie with saw-tooth edging. 
Nylons with a shadowy clock to high-light 
your slim ankles. To keep the rain off, or just 
carry cause it 's pretty, a bamboo-handled T-
stick umbrella in bright colors. 
Velvet hats, any color, any shape, just so it 's 
velvet and small, to take you to teas and 
church . 
Long gloves that you can crush down in rich 
folds making them a ny length you wish. 
Burlap again in a pouch bag, red leather top. 
The cachet, a little box in bright faille carry-
ing a flask of perfume, a lipstick and room 
for whatever else you want to slip in. 
Scoring for Roommates 
I . No; 2. Yes; 3· No; 4· Yes; 5· No; 6. Yes; 7· No; 8. No; 9· 
Yes; IO. Yes; II. No. 
If vou score a fJerfect I I you are the best possible room· 
mate; anyone can live with you. Seven to ten c01·rect means that 
vou can be lived with, but there's mom for improvement. If 
you had a score below seven-shame on you! But it's not too 
late [o1· a change. 
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Headquarters 
For Fashionable 
For Dress: 
PEACOCKS 
PARADISE 
RHYTHM STEPS 
CARMELLETES 
RED CROSS 
GLAMOUR 
For Campus: 
OLD MAINE TROTTERS 
COLLEGE HILL 
MODERN AGE 
RISQUE CASUALS 
Welcome to ISC! 
Phone 27-J 
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COWNIE STYLE 
The foundation 
of a good fur 
. tnvestment 
Good style is vital to a good coat. 
Many other points such as quality 
of the skins and reputation of the 
furrier are equally important and 
must be carefully considered. 
However, to be well satisfied 
the style of your coat must look 
to the future. 
Let Cownie 's consistent effort to 
present only authentic sty ling 
help make your furs a good in~ 
vestment. 
\Y./ e think a good investment is the 
Mink dyed Marmot coat, Barbara 
J ean Knapp, models at left. This 
'year you'll find stylish Cownie 
M armot priced at about $249, inc. 
fed . tax. 
510 Market 
Des Moines, Icwa 
THE IOWA H OMEMAKER 
A ONE-ACT PLAY BY MARJORIE TURNER 
SCENE: Near the campanile 
CAST OF CHARACTERS: 
Betsy-the first quarter freshman 
Sally-the old-hand. senior 
TO SET THE STAGE: Sally, a typical, hurrying 
senior, is walking full-speed toward Beardshear. Betsy 
accidentally bumps into her. 
Betsy: Excuse me-guess I wasn't watching where I 
was going. Thinking too hard, I guess. 
Sally: Admittedly that 's a good way to get started in 
college-all that thinking I mean, but for heaven's 
sakes-what were you thinking so much about? 
Betsy: How terrible it can feel to be a freshman. 
Sally: Oh-I know what you mean. Seems like a long 
time ago-but I was one once, too-believe it or 
not. What's the trouble-exams already? 
Betsy: No, not yet. I'm just sort of confused. Every-
one gave me all kinds of advice on how to be 
a success in college before I ever got here. I 
just wish I knew someone who knows what it 
is really all about. Of course I'm not homesick-
just love it here-but golly, how do you start 
to meet new friends? 
Sally: Well, I'll try not to get into any lenghty 
lectures on the subject, but, you know, one of 
the best ways is to be a joiner. There's a lot 
of ways to meet people-the YWCA for one. 
They always have special get-togethers for fresh-
man and older students. They're usually non-
date parties-everything from scavenger hunts to 
dances and firesides. 
Betsy: Anything else? 
Sally: Oh, you could join the youth group in your 
church and if you've been a 4-H member you 
can keep right on being one in the campus 4-H 
club. Don't forget abol;lt the freshman home 
economics club, either. 
Betsy : I've made a few friends in the dormitory-my 
roommate is . perfect! y wonderful, but we're so 
busy doing things together that I don' t have 
time to meet other people. 
Sally: Whoa! You'll want to put the brakes on that 
right now! If you get in the habit of doing 
everything with a small clique of special pals 
you may find yourself becoming terribly critical 
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or quite a snob. Try to have a wide circle of 
friends-and don't forget your instructors. After 
all, they are human. 
Betsy: I suppose if I got into some outside activities 
I'd meet more people who have the same interests 
as I do, but seems like I've got so much studying 
to do. 
Sally: Stick to the studying. If you don't get those 
basic courses well under control this year, you're 
bound to run into trouble later on. After you 
get into the swing of studying this year, you'll 
have a better idea of just how much time you 
can spend in activities. 
Betsy: Sounds logical to me, but when I am ready to 
start in extra activities, which ones should I 
choose? I always liked dramatics in high school 
but I've been thinking I'd like to try radio or 
journalism. 
Sally: Look around first. Try several of them-you'll 
find one or two that you'll think are particularly 
interesting. Then concentrate on those. When I 
told you to be a joiner-I didn't mean a double-
deluxe joiner. Some students join so many clubs 
they just spread themselves thin. They don't 
have time to get much out of anything and they 
certainly don ' t do anything for the rest of the 
group. 
B etsy: Is it really worth it to spend my free time in 
activities? 
Sally: I think it is-you learn a lot of things you'd 
never learn in classes- besides meeting new 
people. I've heard that some employers believe 
extra activities are just as much a sign of what 
you can do as are your grades. 
B etsy: Maybe you're right. I think maybe I'd better 
do some concentrating on activities before long-
after I'm on to this studying routine. Thanks 
a lot for the advice. 
Sally: I'll be seeing you. Good luck. 
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Ccllege lltetncJ-ieJ 
OUR PORTRAITS WILL BE 
TREASURED BY YOU AND 
YOUR FRIENDS ALWAYS. 
Make an Appointment Soon 
HILLS STUDIO 
2530 Lincoln way Phone 347 
"THE OFFICIAL BOMB PHOTOGRAfPHER" 
DES MOINES BUILDING-LOAN AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION 
SIXTY -SEVENTH SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT 
JUNE 30, 1949 
ASSETS LIABILITIES 
Direct Reduction, First-Mortgage Real 
Estate Loans ... ... .... .. ........... .... ..... .. ..... .. ..... $11,579,203.05 
Loans on 3.117 properties in Polk County. 
All our mortgage loans are amortized. This 
includes 835 G. I. loans, the amount of which 
is $3,559,158.42. 
Members' Shares ... ........ ... .............. .... ........ .. $11,845,368.44 
Money paid in on shares of Association 
Stock by investing members plus dividends 
credited to their account. 
Incompleted Loans ... ......... .... ... .. .. ... ........... .. ... .. .. 351,449.97 
Amounts due borrowers on new building op -
Real Estate Contracts .. .... .... : ... .......... .......... ...... .. 79,408.92 arations to be paid out a s construction pr og-resses or when finished . 
Amounts carried on our Books on 19 homes 
sold to purchasers on monthly payments. 
Federal Home Loan Bank Stock. .. ............... 125,000.00 
Reserve for Office Building ... .. ... .... ....... .... .. .. ... .. 39,158.91 
Profits made but not claimed till paid in 
full. 
Our membership in this bank provides ample 
resources always available for financing F.H.A. Trust Account.. .... .. ... ................... ..... ........... 175.26 
homes in Des Moines. Reserve for Uncollected Interest... .... ... .... .. .... 14,093.61 
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment... ... .. .. .......... .... .. 1.00 
Depreciated to absolute minimum. 
Contingent Reserve .. ................. .... ....... .. .... ........ 190,000.00 
Reserve built up to protect members against 
U. S. Government Securities .. ... .... ..... .. .... .. .. .. 284,485.00 
Cash on Hand and in Banks ......... ... ...... ........ 298,760.08 
Working balance providing ample funds to 
all possible or contingent losses. 
Real Estate Reserve .. .. .... .... ..... , .... ... .... .. .. ... ... ..... ...... 497.46 
Rents paid in to be used for taxes, on upkeep 
or to reduce total. 
cover all approved loan applications as sub-
mitted and accepted. 
Home Office Building .. .. ...... ..... ... .... ..... ... ........ 287,824.01 
Unallocated Reserve ...... .... ......... ... ...... .. ............ 205,906.36 
Surplus or balance on h and after paying all 
dividends and expenses. 
TOTAL ....... ............... ............... .. ... ................. . $12,654,682.06 TOTAL ..... .......... .. ........ .. ..... ........ .. .. .. ... ..... .... .. $12,6.54,682.06 
CURRENT RATE IS-3%o/o 
Elmer E. Miller, Pres. & Sec. Hubert E. James, Vice Pres. 
"The Oldest in Des Moines" 
210 6th ave., Des Moines, Iowa 
SERVICE FOR HOME LOANS ... A RECORD OF PROGRESS IN SAVINGS 
T H E lOW A HOME MAKER 
• • 
" 
• • • 
Overheard at the annual 
American Home Economics 
convention in San Francisco 
Shop first and then plan, your meals. Take 
advantage of best buys in certain groups of compar-
able nutrients and then apply meal planning prin-
ciples to create meals out of the particular foods that 
were found advantageous to buy." 
Dr. Velma Phillips 
Dean, College of Home Economics 
State College of Washington 
* * * 
" Candlelight can be counted on to calm the 
tempo of a college dining hall and certain menu items 
such as celery or artichokes may slow the all too 
rapid progress of a residence meal. 
" The problem of changing food habits at the 
college level is difficult but new foods may be intro-
duced by combining them on the menu with tried 
favorites. Plate service is far safer in this reg-ard than 
family style where a bowl may be passed around 
the table without a single taker." 
Christine Ricker 
Director, University Dining Halls 
Stanford University 
* * * 
"B . . - . . b usiness executives In Increasing num ers are 
realizing the value of employing college students 
studying under an alternating work and study plan. 
Many students upon graduation are returning to the 
firms for which they previously worked." 
" 
Ardenia Chapman 
Dean, Drexel Institute of Technology 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
* * * 
No other field of education has greater possi-
bilities for genuine human service than home eco-
nomics for it is not only concerned with the efficiency 
and happiness of young women as homemakers; it is 
concerned with the continuous well-being of that 
basic human institution which we call the family." 
Dr. C. B. Hutchison 
Vice-president, 
University of California 
* * * 
" The satisfactions of femininity, marriage and 
motherhood should be given greater emphasis in 
American education for girls. Social and economic 
instability has forced women to regard home and 
career separately, often with the result that they find 
themselves in the dilemma of choice between the two." 
Dr. Lewis L. Robbins 
Menninger Foundation 
Topeka, Kansas 
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DANA 
- Tabu - 20 Carats- Emir 
LUCIEN LE LONG 
- Tailspin - Indiscrete - Whisper 
PRINCE MATCHABELLI 
- Stradivari- Cro~ Jewel 
YARDLEY 
-- Lavender - April Violets 
RICHARD HUDNUT 
- Du Barry - Yankee Clover 
Judisch Bros. Pharmacy 
PHONE 70 
Free Delivery Twice Daily 
' 
We Serve the 
Best in 
Beefburgers 
Stop in after a football 
game for a special treat 
BLUE and WHITE 
"AROUND THE CORNER FROM 
THE COLLEGE SAVINGS BANK" 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
Sewing Supplies 
F f5 N Uniforms 
-at-
S TEPHEN SONS FAMOUS FOR FABRICS 
Conveniently Located Opposite Campus 
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Lou Richardson, left and Gene-
vieve Callahan are working on 
jHtge proofs in their Russian Hill 
apartment. Visible in the back-
ground is Coil Tower, San Francis-
co landmark. 
This Book Tells You How To Do 
Home Economics Writing 
Y OU NEED to know how to write. Don't reply, 
"I just can't write, I haven' t got the knack; 
besides why should I have to know anything about 
it?" It won't change matters at all. These days home 
economists are asked to prepare promotional material, 
recipes, magazine articles, speeches and a world of 
other such things every day. You're going to be a 
full-fledged home economist soon, so you see, you 
do need to know how to write. 
A book just published by the Iowa State College 
Press has been written with you, the home economist 
as a future writer, in mind. 
Familiar Students 
How to Write for Homemakers, is authored by two 
women familiar to many Iowa State College students-
Lou Richardson and Genevieve Callahan, free lance 
writers and consultants. Their book explains the 
many phases of home economics journalism from 
publicity releases, radio and television, demon-
strations, recipes, photography, magazine articles, 
speeches, reports, bulletins and pamphlets to educa-
tional films. 
The foreward to this book, written by Katherine 
Goeppinger, of the department of technical journal-
ism, here at Iowa State College, brings the book even 
closer to home. 
H ow to Write for Homemakers, grew out of the 
material the authors combined for their Writers' 
vVorkshop. This workshop was sponsored last year 
on the Iowa State College campus by Theta Sig-ma 
Phi, women's national journalism fraternity. The 
same .workshop was presented in cities across the 
24 
United States. Thus, the material and information 
has been tested and tried by hundreds of home econ-
omists. 
Journalistic Backgrounds 
Lou Richardson and Genevieve Callahan have 
journalistic backgrounds that well qualify them for 
the job of writing such a book. Miss Richardson 
began her career as an associate editor of Better H omes 
and Gardens. That's where she met Genevieve Calla-
han, then the food editor and a recent graduate of 
Iowa State College in home economics. She had for-
merly been on the food staff of Ladies H orne Journal 
and a food editor of Successful Farming. 
The two women joined forces, and talents, to 
become co-editors of Sunset Magazine, a San Fran-
cisco publication exclusively for western people. 
With a never-ending desire to try new things, and 
with Sunset Magazine highly successful after their 
editorship from 1928 to 1937, the two turned to 
developing their own consultant and free-lance busi-
ness. At present they write articles on homemaking 
subjects for such magazines as Farm Journal, Better 
Homes and Gardens and Good H ousekeeping. And 
when not busy at that, they advise many national 
food companies and advertising agencies, develop 
recipes, write publicity, take charge of food photog-
raphy and write radio scripts. In short, they do 
all the things they predict other home economists, 
no matter what field they're in, will be asked to do. 
Thus, they know what they're writing about in their 
new book. ("How To Write for Homemakers" is avail-
able to students at the College Book Store and Student 
Supply Store.) 
THE JOW A HOMEMAKER 
Josephs China Room 
(Downstairs) 
GORHAM 
CAMELLIA 
Six-Piece 
Place Setting 
$25.50 
CASTLETON, LENOX 
CHINA 
Chvose your sterling, china, and glass from the attractive table settings of 
harmonizing patterns in Josephs China Room. 
You will find a wide selection, and help-
ful advice in the choice of pattern. 
Registry system for brides. JOSEPHS JE WELERS SINCE 1871 
Sixth at Locust-Des Moines 
Serve Chocolate Cream Coffee to be sure you are serving 
the best. Chocolate Cream Coffee is the choice of consistent 
coffee drinkers everywhere. Why ? Because Chocolate 
Cream Coffee is a taste-tempting blend of eight of the world's 
finest coffees, expertly blended and roasted to give you the 
best at all times. So when you want to make a hit with your 
family or friends serve them CHOCOLATE CREAM 
COFFEE. 
Next time you buy coffee be sure it's Chocolate Cream 
Coffee, and by saving the coupons which are enclosed in every 
package of Chocolate Cream Coffee you can get a set of 
Beautiful Rogers Oneida- Encore Pattern-Silverware for 
only a fraction of the regular price. 
WESTERN GROCER DIVISION 
A Divis'on of Con~olidated Grocers Corporation 
There's more than flavor 
in its favor! 
TEMPTING FLAVOR! Baking -frying -browning -no other shortening 
can match the rich, nut-like, melting goodness that lard lends to your food. 
Slow, kettle-rendered Morrell Pride Lard, made from choicest cuts of pork 
fat, can't be beat for flavorful deep-fat frying -delicious flaky pie crust! 
LARD IS AN IOWA PRODUCT 
QUICK ABSORPTION! Tests prove, too, that no other shortening is more di-
gestible than lard. In fact, in the case of a high-quality product like Morrell Pride 
Lard, the absorption rate favors lard! And with a minimum of metabolic activity! 
TOP FOOD VALUE! Lard leads in energy value, as well. Every tablespoon-
ful provides 135 calories! Studies show it superior, too, in producing growth. 
And in preventing fatty acid deficiencies which cause dermatitis. Pure, 
government-inspected Morrell Pride Lard is your guarantee of maximum 
nutrition, and quality that never varies. 
JOHN MORRELL & CO. .. UMWA,OOWA 
